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They dont want subscription based anymore. Now we have to think of a solid way to obtain our perpetual licenses which would be through our organization. I've been forced to use a Windows store to purchase a perpetual license. I did not realize this until today. Other vendors, such as AMD, have a one stop process for both purchases so that
the customer doesnt have to spend time looking up online for the price and software options. They also give a link directly to the shop, which ensures that the customer gets what they want, with no misscommunication. Microsoft has 0.0 support for their customers. Their used to be great, but not anymore, if you want to call it that. No one could
have done anything to prevent this. Its microsofts doing. As a user I'm ok with it. I still work for the money. However, in all fairness, it has come back and bit them in the butt. Note that, when you move a document to new location in Google Drive, a modification date/modified date isn't changed for a while, until the user close the document. It is
very irritating sometimes. By using WinDbg, you can see that some WpfTextView instances were not released even if all code editor windows have been closed. It seems that the problem has something to do with the AutomationPeer in WPF. Details in my another reply around here. Update to these affected versions ASAP: Windows Server 2016

Windows Server 2012 R2 Service Pack 1 Windows Server 2012 Service Pack 1 Windows Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 Windows Server 2008 Service Pack 2
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Microsoft has released a security update for the Windows Management Framework 2.0 (WinRM) that resolves a Remote Code Execution vulnerability. The update addresses a denial of service (DoS) vulnerability that could allow a remote attacker to cause the service to stop responding.
This could potentially cause system instability. For a copy of the security advisory, refer to the Microsoft Knowledge Base Article . Vulnerability in Windows Management Component Client (WMC) could allow elevation of privileges. An attacker who successfully exploited this vulnerability
could take complete control of an affected system. An attacker with physical access to an affected system could also install programs; view, change, or delete data; or create new accounts with full user rights. A security update for the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) could resolve
a vulnerability that could allow an attacker to bypass input validation. If the vulnerability is successfully exploited by a user, the attacker could execute arbitrary commands with high privileges on the system. Microsoft has released a security update for the Microsoft Management Console

(MMC) that resolves a vulnerability that could allow an attacker to bypass input validation. If the vulnerability is successfully exploited by a user, the attacker could execute arbitrary commands with high privileges on the system. An elevation of privilege vulnerability exists when the
Diagnostics Hub Standard Collector Service improperly performs certain file operations. An attacker who successfully exploited this vulnerability could delete files in arbitrary locations. To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker would require unprivileged access to a vulnerable system. The

security update addresses the vulnerability by securing locations the Diagnostics Hub Standard Collector Service performs file operations in. 5ec8ef588b
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